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Abstract 

The discrete curvature is sensitive to the noise and heavy computation of feature value. 

In order to extract the segmentation lines of 3D meshes, this paper presents a novel and 

efficient algorithm which is based on regional discrete curvature. Extract prominent 

feature points, pre-segmentation and then obtain the constraint region. Calculate the 

curvature degree extremal points within the constraint region, finally utilize the curvature 

degree extremal points to fit plane which guaid extracting the segmentation lines. This 

algorithm does not need to wipe off the noise at initial stage, the experiment results show 

that the proposed algorithm can accurately and frequently yield meaningful segmentation 

lines for models which has an evident branch structure. 
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1. Introduction 

3D model segmentation is divided model according to the geometrical characteristics 

into a set of parts with limited number and each has a simple shape [1]. 3D model 

segmentation is a  research hot spot at present[2,3].The first step of many research 

methods of works such as model simplification, compression, fast modeling, model 

deformation, 3D texture mapping, 3D model retrieval is model segmentation. And most 

of this kind of segmentation is meaningful segmentation [1,5,6], namely according to the 

minima rule[4], the complex object is as a combination of simple basic elements. Human 

perception usually divides a surface into parts along the concave discontinuity of the 

tangent plane. 

Several approaches have been discussed in the past for decomposing meshes. Aleksey 

Golovinskiy et. al., [5] put forward method to mesh partitioning by random cut. The 

general strategy is to generate a random set of mesh segmentation and then to measure 

how often each edge of the mesh lies on a segmentation boundary in the randomized set. 

Kate et al [6] proposed hierarchical mesh decomposition algorithm using fuzzy clustering 

and cuts. This algorithm proposed a hierarchical mesh decomposition algorithm. First 

computed decomposition boundary between the components fuzzy. Then, focused on the 

small fuzzy areas and found the exact boundaries which go along the features of the 

object. The algorithm also avoided over-segmentation and jaggy boundaries between the 

components. Halim Benhabiles et. al., [7] presented automatic 3D-mesh segmentation 

algorithm based on boundary edge learning. A large database of manually segmented 3D-

meshes is used to learn a boundary edge function and a processing pipe line that produce 

smooth closed boundaries using this edge function was presented. Sun Xiaopeng et. al., 

[8] presented a hierarchical mesh segmentation algorithm as semi-supervised k-means 

clustering and k-ring strip growing. Han Li et. al., [9] proposed discrete curvature 
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constrained triangle mesh model segmenting technique which is an optimized algorithm. 

The algorithm classified the vertex attribute based on discrete curvature estimation, and it 

then combined the region growing method to adaptively determine the topological 

structure of the 3D models. 

Most of the above methods need to convert 3D models into dual graph, facet 

segmentation turned to vertex segmentation [5-6]; most of them using discrete curvature 

as characteristics of segmentation. However, estimate the curvature in whole 3D mesh 

cause a lot of calculation, in addition the discrete curvature is sensitive to the noise, and 

therefore affect segmentation results of those algorithms. In this paper, the segmentation 

algorithm does not need to convert 3D model into a dual graph, but directly calculate 

discrete curvature at mesh vertexes, and the calculation is constrained by region, which 

greatly reduce the calculated quantity of the curvature. 

The algorithm consists of three stages: 

Choose prominent feature points. Prominent feature points can on behalf of the 

model’s components, and generally reside on tips of components of a given model. 

Pre-segmentation. Segment 3D model according to prominent feature points and 

geodesic distance, and get the constraint region. 

Extract segmentation lines based on regional discrete curvature. Computing discrete 

gaussian curvature within constraint region and get extremal points, utilizing the 

curvature degree extremal points to fit plane which guaid extracting the segmentation 

lines. 

 

2. Choose Prominent Feature Points 

Prominent feature points are points which can represent the model’s components and 

always reside on tips of components. Let V is the vertexes set of the model 

and 3{ ,1 }iV v R i n    , the algorithm to choose prominent feature points is as follows: 

Step 1 Calculate geodesic distance ( , )i jD v v  between vertexes, choose the vertex to all 

vertexes furthest distance as the first feature point, and add it to the feature set S . 

Step 2 Iteratively add new feature points one by one.Calculate geodesic distance 

between all vertexes and each feature points in set S , choose the vertex has farthest 

distance to nearest feature point as new feature point. Assume 1 2, ... ns s s are n feature points, 

the next 1n  feature point 
1ns 
 is defined as formula 1: 

 

max{ min ( , )}
1 1......

s D v si in i n


 
                                  (1) 

 

Step 3 The termination condition. When the k-th feature point has added in set S , we 

calculate the distance minimum value between the k-th feature point and other points in 

set S . This minimum value will gradually reduce as the point added, as formula 2: 

 

( ) min { ( , )}i k k iG k D s s                                      (2) 

 

According to ref.[1], when the number of prominent feature points is enough to 

represent the component,  G k will decrease obviously. Consequently get first-order 

derivative, when  G k  reach its maximum, k  is the number of prominent feature points. 

 

3. Pre-segmentation 

The prominent feature points represent the component of 3D mesh, then we calculate 

the probability each vertex belong to the patch of each prominent feature point. 
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Let
1 2, ... ns s s are n  feature points, ( )iPatch s is the component represented by

is , 

( ) ( , )vm i m id s Dist v s is the geodesic distance between vertex mv and 
is , the probability mv  

belong to ( )iPatch s  is: 

 

( ) ( )
1( )

( )
1

m

m

k

k

n
d s d sv v im mkp sv ni

d sv
k







                                        (1) 

 

Obviously the closer distance mv and 
is , the higher probability mv  belong to ( )iPatch s . 

When mv  is exactly 
is , the probability is 1. Utilize formula 3 to calculate the probability 

every vertex belong to the patch each prominent feature point represented. Set a threshold 

value
1 : 

 

( )mv Patch si iff    ( ) 0.5 & & ( ) ( )
1m m m

p s p s p sv v vi i j                             (4) 

 

If three vertexes of a face all satisfy formula 4, the face is belong to ( )iPatch s , else if one 

of them does not meet the formula 4, we regard the face as belonging to the patch to be 

segment ( )Patch U . After pre-segmentation, 3D model has been segmented into 1n   Patch . 

( )
1

Patch s , ( )
2

Patch s , ..., ( )Patch sn , ( )Patch U . ( )Patch U  is the constraint region during post-

segmentation.  
 

4. Post-Segmentation based on Regional Discrete Curvature 
 
4.1. Calculate Discrete Curvature 

Scholars have done plenty of studies of the discrete curvature estimation on the point 

cloud [10-11], among them Levin [12] put forward curvature estimation algorithm of 

point sets based on Moving-Least Square Surface (MLS). The basic idea is to define the 

MLS surface M  as the surface projection of 
P

 , 3{ | ( ) }PM x R x x   . Directly compute of 

surface curvatures for point-set surfaces based on a set of analytic equations derived from 

MLS. Amenta and Kil [13] gave a more precise definition for projection MLS surfaces as 

the local minima of an energy function ( , )e y a ( y is a position vector and a  is a direction 

vector) along the directions given by a vector field ( )n x . As shown in Figure 1. Based on 

this definition, they derived a projection procedure for taking a point onto the MLS 

surface M  implied by n  and e , which can be illustrated in Figure 1. M  is defined as zero 

solution set of implicit function ( )g x 。 

In the MLS surface, there are three main steps to estimate curvatures of points set. (1) 

Compute normal of the input points. (2) Project the sample points onto the MLS surface. 

(3) Compute curvatures of the MLS surface at the projected points. The formulas of 

computing Gaussian curvature and mean curvature for the implicit surface are shown as 

formula 5 and formula 6. ( )g x is the gradient of ( )g x ， ( ( ))H g x is the Hessian matrix of ( )g x

。 
 

4

( ( )) ( )
det( )

( ) 0

( )

T

Gaussian

H g x g x

g x
k

g x




 



 
 
                                 (5) 

 
2

3

( ) ( ( )) ( ) ( ) ( ( ( )))

( )

T

mean

g x H g x g x g x trace H g x

g x
k

   



 
  

 

                        (6) 

file:///E:/Program%20Files/Youdao/Dict/5.4.46.5479/resultui/app:ds:To%20regard%20it%20as
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Figure 1.  MLS Projection Procedure 

4.2. Get Segmentation Lines 

Discrete curvature can relatively well reflect local bump or bending in 3D model 

surface, but the main drawback is that curvature estimation is sensitive to noise. Due to 

the 3D model has the characteristics of the shape of different scales. The shape details of 

the small scale are always ignored in large scale, the shape characteristics in large scale 

are always too much can not form a unified segmentation standard. In this paper, on the 

basis of the pre-segmentation, utilize the patch to be segment ( )Patch U as the the constraint 

region. Calculate discrete curvature within ( )Patch U and get the curvature extremal  points 

as the segmentation lines and then using contour completion algorithm achieve the end 

segmentation lines.  

In order to better describe the curvature features of segmentation boundary, this paper 

try to use vertex gaussian curvature, mean curvature, and variety of combination of 

maximum minimum principal curvature to extract feature points. Finally select the 

curvature degree has better effect which is the defined by combination of maximum 

minimum principal curvature. The curvature degree of vertex v  is: 

 
2 2

1 2
( )

2

k k
C rv


                                  

(7) 
 

Calculate the curvature degree of each vertex in ( )Patch U  and find the curvature 

extremal  points as the segmentation lines. Specific algorithm is as follows: 

Figure 2. The Formation Process of the Curvature Degree Extremum Points 

Input ( )vetex Patch U ; ( )face Patch U  

Output CurExtrePoint( the curvature extremal  points) 

Step 1 Calculate curvature degree ( )C rv  of each vertex in ( )Patch U  according to formula 

7. 

Step 2 Find the curvature extremal  points in ( )Patch U  

 

  

(a)Pre-segmentation (b)curvature degree in ( )Patch U  (c) curvature extremum points  

app:ds:extreme
app:ds:extreme
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   Step2.1 Calculate max( ( ))C rv  

   Step 2.2 

   for ( )iv Patch U   

    if max( ( )) ( )
2

C r C rv v
i

   

       Insert 
iv  into CurExtrePoint     

   end 

 Output CurExtrePoint  

The value of 2  is according to the experiment, as shown in figure 2, the curvature 

degree extremal  value of m1611 in ( )Patch U  is around 5，in experiment the value of 2  

is 0.2, the vertexes curvature degree difference to extremum value less than 2 as the 

curvature extremal  points. 
 

4.3. Contour Completion 

The CurExtrePoint is as the segmentation line of the 3D model. Most of the time, The 

CurExtrePoint is not a closed curve, and need to be completed and formed a closed loop 

around the 3D model. Let   is selected unclosed segmentation line in CurExtrePoint, the 

closing process can be defined as iteratively select optimal adjacent point of endpoint 

of  , until a closed loop around the 3D model is completed. The critical method to form a 

closed curve is how to find the adjacent vertex which is closest to the most salient feature 

area. The algorithm from ref.14[14] believe that the user often intends to cut a mesh along 

boundaries which is perpendicular to the medial axis, but this assumption is not suitable 

to all models. As shown in Figure 3. The segmentation lines of the eagle sometimes 

parallel to the medial axis, such as the line in the wing, sometimes  have a certain eagle to 

the medial axis, such as the line in the legs. 

In order to perform automatic contour closing method which completes   to a closed 

loop around the mesh, we use a method based on combination of multi-feature. The 

unclosed feature line is coplanar to the closed loop in three-dimensional space, then fitting 

planar with Constrained Least Squares, then scissor the 3D mesh with the fitting plane. 

The vertexes which adjacent the intersecting line of the fitting plane with the model can 

be defined as feasible solution region of the appending vertex. Determine the direction 

function which can be used to determine the direction of the appending vertex within 

feasible solution region. There is similarity of curvature characteristic between the 

appending vertex and the vertex of segmentation line, curve degree characteristic can be 

used to obtain higher accurate appending vertex.  

 

(a) hand                         (b) dinopet                           (c) eagle 

Figure 3. Segmentation Line 

app:ds:extreme
app:ds:extreme
app:ds:extreme
app:ds:extreme
app:ds:extreme
app:ds:extreme
app:ds:extreme
app:ds:extreme
app:ds:extreme
app:ds:extreme
app:ds:feasible%20solution%20region
app:ds:feasible%20solution%20region
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Feasible solution region  Utilize the vertexes of the segmentation line to fit plane. The 

feasible solution region can be defined as vertexes set which each vertex has closest 

distance from vertex to the fitting plane. Let   is selected unclosed segmentation line, 

1 2, ... kn n n  are k  vertexes of  . The plane fitting method utilized the coordinates of these k  

vertexes. The general expression for the plane equation is: 0Ax By Cz D     0C  , 

and ( / ) ( / ) ( / )z A C x B C y D C      . Note:
0 1 2/ , / , /a A C a B C a D C      , and 

0 1 2z a x a y a   . For all k  vertexes ( 3)k  : ( , , ), 0,1, , 1i i ix y z i k  , utilize points to 

fit plane, make the formula (8) minimum value.  

 

 
1

2

0 1 2

0

n

i i i

i

S a x a y a z




                                     (8) 

 

In order to make S  the minimum value, 0, 0,1,2
n

s
n

a


 


. That is to say: 

2

0

2

1

2

i i i i i i

i i i i i i

i i i

x x y x a x z

x y y y a y z

x y n a z

  
  

   
   
   

   
   
  

. Resolute this system of linear equations, we 

can get 0 1 2, ,a a a . The plane equation is 0 1 2z a x a y a   . Let ( , )
iv id dis v z ,if 

ivd  , append iv  to the feasible solution region E . As shown in Figure 4(a),   is the 

red line, Figure 4(b) is the feasible solution region of  the contour. 

Determine the direction The second feature is determine the direction of the appending 

vertex. Let  pv  and qv  are two endpoint of  . Select the one adjacent vertexes 1

p

ringv   of 
pv  within E , if 1

q p

ringv v  ,then we have found the loop include  ; otherwise choose the 

vertex from 1

p

ringv   which has closest distance to the fitting plane as the appending vertex. 

But this method sometimes can not get the ideal vertex, as shown in Figure 4(c), the red 

points are along the correct direction, but the blue points is wrong although those points 

have more close distance,thus correct direction must be defined. Let 

cos( , )
iv k p p iv v v v  ,

kv  , kv  is adjacent to pv . iv  is adjacent to pv  too, but 

1

i p

ringv v  . If 0
iv  , the angle between k pv v  and p iv v  is less than 90 degrees, the 

direction of iv  was basically consistent with  , otherwise iv  is opposite direction. 

 

(a)                                      (b)                                        (c) 

Figure 4. Contour Completion Algorithm 

Curvature characteristic The third feature is the curvature of the appending vertex. 

Although the appending vertex is not necessarily belong to the concave area, it always has 

a large bending degree. The curvature degree value can better reflect the point bending 

app:ds:feasible%20solution%20region
app:ds:feasible%20solution%20region
app:ds:system
app:ds:of
app:ds:linear
app:ds:equations
app:ds:feasible%20solution%20region
app:ds:feasible%20solution%20region
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degree of the model, so according to formula 3 calculate the curvature degree values (r)vc  

of 1

p

ringv  , and get curvature characteristic. 

We select among candidate vertexes using the following vertex cost 

function: 1 2cos ( ) ( )
ii v vt v C r  , iv E . 1 and 2  is the weights of directional 

characteristic 
iv and curvature characteristic ( )vC r , values are normalized in the range 

[0:1].  

 

5. The Experiment Results Analysis 

 

Figure 5. Closed Segmentation Line 

             

(a) Algorithm    (b) ref. 4           (c) ref.1 

in this paper 
(d) Algorithm       (e) ref. 4      (f) ref.1 

in this paper 

Figure 6. Segmentation Result Comparison 

Our segmentation algorithm was evaluated in Windows Operation System, the testing 

environment is Intel Core i3 3.3GHz CPU, 4G internal memory. In order to compare 

quantitatively to the most recent algorithms, the Princeton benchmark[15] was used to our 

3D-mesh segmentation evaluation. Take m1611 for example, use MDS(multi dimensional 

scaling)[11] which turn the model into pose-invariant, identify three feature points as 

prominent feature points, and carry out pre-segmentation. In Figure 2(a), the blue part is 

the patch to be segment ( )Patch U , calculate the discrete curvature degree values of 

( )Patch U ,as Figure 2(b), and get the curvature extremal points as segmentation line, as 

figure 2(c). According to segmentation line, we complete and form a closed loop around 

the 3D model, and get the final segmentation result. Figure 5 shows the closed 

segmentation lines of 3D models, Figure 6 shows the segmentation result comparison 

between this paper and reference. As shown in Figure 6 (a), the algorithm of this paper 

can segment dinopet into head and neck, limbs, torso, and tail. The experimental results of 

limbs, torso and tail are similar to ref.4, but the experimental results of ref.4 are more 

accurate in the head and neck. Because curvature degree values are all positive, ignore 

concave and convex feature of the surface. Thus the segmentation line is located on the 

extremal area of convex region. Ref.1 can segment 3D model hierarchically, in this paper, 

the number of partition is depend on the number of prominent feature point. Table 1 is the 

relevant experimental data about this paper. The pretreatment stage include the time of 

choosing the prominent feature points automatically and pre-segmentation of the 3D 

model. The post-segmentation stage include the calculating the curvature of ( )Patch U , 

getting the segmentation lines and contour completion. Algorithm in this paper the 

geodesic distance calculation is the most time-consuming stage, the time complexity is 

O( 2n ），n  is the vertex number of a model. The geodesic distance calculated only once, 

file:///E:/Program%20Files/Youdao/Dict/5.4.46.5479/resultui/app:ds:number
file:///E:/Program%20Files/Youdao/Dict/5.4.46.5479/resultui/app:ds:of
file:///E:/Program%20Files/Youdao/Dict/5.4.46.5479/resultui/app:ds:partition
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does not need to compute them repeatedly during post-segmentation stage. The time 

complexity of post-segmentation is O(C), C is the vertex number of ( )Patch U , but C<< n , 

thus the time complexity of this paper is O( 2n ）. Because the algorithm of ref.1 can get 

hierarchical segmentation, the time complexity is O(
2 2log(n) Inn  ), I for k-means 

clustering iteration time. Obviously the speed of this paper is better than that of ref.1. The 

algorithm of ref. 5 had to calculate the curvature value of all the 3D model, larger amount 

of calculation, and easy cause over-segmentation because of  the curvature sensitivity to 

the noise.   

 

6. Conclusion 

The algorithm of this paper firstly obtaining the prominent feature points automatically 

and pre-segmentation the 3D model, and then using the patch to be segment ( )Patch U as 

the the constraint region, calculating discrete curvature within ( )Patch U and getting the 

curvature extremum points as the segmentation lines and then finally using contour 

completion algorithm achieve the end segmentation lines. The characteristic of geodesic 

distance is calculated only once and discrete curvature is calculated within a limited 

range, this improve the efficiency of the characteristics calculation and significantly 

reduce the effect of noise on the calculation of curvature. The algorithm can better 

achieve meaningful segmentation for 3D models with obvious branching structure. 

In addition, the following works still to be considered: firstly, how to enhance the 

separability of 3D model without obvious branching structure according to the curvature 

change, and obtain the precise segmentation lines. Secondly, hierarchical segmentation 

algorithm should be considered. Thirdly how to construct a learning system for a group of 

relevant models and achieve consistent segmentation is the key issue to be focused. 
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